
 
 

 
THE TUCKAHOE COURSE 

Hole by Hole Description 

 

 
No. 1 Par 4 Black 473 Blue 451 White 429 Gold 389 Red 389 
From atop a hill that stretches along the left side, the fairway banks sharply to the right, toward a lake that 

circles up the right side to the green.  Stoney Creek sneaks out on the left, short of the raised, sloping green. 

 
No. 2 Par 4 Black 354 Blue 335 White 317 Gold 317  Red 292 
An elevated tee opens out across a swale into the face of a steep hill that climbs around a dogleg right.  A series 

of nine large bunkers runs from the corner up the entire right side, to a green with a sharply sloping front. 

 
No. 3 Par 5 Black 564 Blue 544 White 524 Gold 449 Red 449 
A mountainside ledge provides a launching pad for this dogleg left, which rewards carrying a tee shot over the 

long corner bunker.  Stoney Creek cuts completely across the fairway in front of the two-tier green. 

 
No. 4 Par 3 Black 226 Blue 185 White 160 Gold 139 Red 119 
Preserving environmentally sensitive wildflowers inspired the design of this hole.  The challenge is to thread a 

shot between the marshland on the left and the strip of Stoney Creek on the right, to a slightly elevated green. 

 
No. 5  Par 4 Black 505 Blue 440 White 390 Gold 347 Red 347 
Protected wildflower areas border Stoney Creek, which crosses in front of the tee and also swerves out from the 

corner of this dogleg right.  The uphill approach is tightened by mounding and bunkers, to a tri-level green. 

 
No. 6 Par 4 Black 350 Blue 332 White 314 Gold 314 Red 290 
Although straightforward, a long bunker on the left creates a dogleg-left effect.  The approach typically plays 

into headwinds, to a triangular-shaped green that slopes hard from the upper left plateau, into a swale on the 

right. 

 
No. 7 Par 4 Black 391 Blue 367 White 343 Gold 327 Red 327 
Straightaway downhill to the green, the fairway is pinched by bunkers and an environmentally preserved area.  

A vast bunker runs up to the left side of the green, which drops from a middle ridge toward the pond on the 

right. 

 
No. 8 Par 3 Black 165 Blue 144 White 136 Gold 120 Red 102 
A huge holding pond for Stoney Creek that shimmers from tee to green, forcing a full carry over the water.  

There is bailout room on the left of the green, which is further guarded by bunkers, mounds and backside trees. 

 
No. 9 Par 5 Black 584 Blue 559 White 526 Gold 495 Red 392 
A ribbon of water stretches from tee to green on the right, with grassy mounds on each side of the fairway.  The 

wide landing area tapers to the lay-up zone.  Two bunkers frame the green, which gently slopes down in front. 

 

 
Total Par 36 Black 3612 Blue 3357 White 3139 Gold 2897 Red 2707 
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